What the bat’s voice tells the bat’s brain
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For over half a century, the echolocating bat has served as a valuable model in neuroscience to elucidate mechanisms of auditory processing and adaptive behavior in biological sonar. Our article emphasizes the importance of the bat’s vocal-motor system to spatial orientation by sonar, and we present this view in the context of three problems that the echolocating bat must solve: (i) auditory scene analysis, (ii) sensorimotor transformations, and (iii) spatial memory and navigation. We summarize our research findings from behavioral studies of echolocating bats engaged in natural tasks and from neurophysiological studies of the bat superior colliculus and hippocampus, brain structures implicated in sensorimotor integration, orientation, and spatial memory. Our perspective is that studies of neural activity in freely vocalizing bats engaged in natural behaviors will prove essential to advancing a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying perception and memory in mammals.
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I n their seminal 1959 paper, “What the frog’s eye tells the frog’s brain” (1), Lettvin et al. articulated a key point in neuroscience: Neurobiological experiments should consider the natural context in which biologically relevant sensory information is acquired and behavior is executed. This view, which later became a guiding principle in the field of neuroethology (2), implies that neural activity may change with the animal’s behavioral state. This implication has been supported, for example, by findings from the bird song system, where dramatic differences exist between auditory responses to acoustic stimuli in anesthetized and awake animals (3). Similarly, large effects of the animal’s behavioral state are observed in the rodent barrel cortex, where neural activity in response to a whisker deflection depends strongly on whether the animal is passive or is actively moving its whiskers (4).

Further, numerous studies (e.g., refs 5–11) demonstrate that a comparative approach to neuroscience yields insights that cannot be obtained by study of a single species. In this article, we consider the behavior and neurobiology of a mammal long studied from a comparative standpoint, the echolocating bat (12–16), and here we stress the additional importance of performing experiments in freely behaving animals. Researchers of bat echolocation have long been inspired by observations of species-specific natural behaviors, but we note that past experimental studies of the bat nervous system have rarely engaged the echolocating bat in these natural behaviors. However, recent research that has explicitly studied neural activity in freely behaving bats has uncovered some surprising discoveries, as detailed below, and we believe future work along these lines is key to a complete understanding of the neurobiology of spatial orientation by echolocation.

We will start with a brief overview of classic studies of bat echolocation and then focus on three topics that, until recently, have received comparatively little attention in the study of echolocating bats: (i) auditory scene analysis, (ii) sensorimotor transformations, and (iii) spatial memory and navigation. We argue that echolocating bats show remarkable performance and are among the “champions” of mammals in these three domains; furthermore, we provide evidence that the bat’s active control over its vocalizations plays a key role in its perception, action, and spatial memory.

Bat Echolocation: From Behavior to Neurobiology. Echolocating bats are small flying mammals (weighing typically <35 g) that emit brief calls through either the mouth or the nostrils and use the returning echoes to orient in the environment and forage for food at night or dusk (13–16). There are >800 species of echolocating bats that occupy a broad range of habitats, and adaptations to habitat and food sources are reflected in their sonar call designs (15). The diversity of bat behavior presents a rich opportunity to understand the adaptive evolution of bats and sonar call design (for comprehensive reviews, we direct the reader to refs. 12 and 16). For this Perspective, we draw from studies of several species and distinguish between specializations and general mechanisms to the extent that data are available.

Most bat species use ultrasonic echolocation calls, but a few species emit sonar calls with components that are audible to humans (17, 18). Bats compute the 3D location of objects from acoustic information carried by echoes of their sonar vocalizations. The bat computes the horizontal and vertical positions of targets from differences in the perceived arrival time, intensity, and spectrum of echoes at the two ears (19), relying on the same acoustic cues as any “standard mammalian auditory system” (19, 20). The bat estimates target range from the time delay between the outgoing vocalization and returning echo (21); some bat species show extraordinary spatial discrimination along the range axis, with thresholds for range changes <0.1 mm (22, 23). Furthermore, the bat’s sonar system is used for assessing the detailed properties of the target: the bat perceives the size of an object from the intensity of echoes (24), the target velocity from the Doppler shift of the echoes (25), and the object’s shape from the spectrum of the echoes (26). In fact, bats are able to use their sonar for high-level perceptual tasks such as object recognition and classification (26–29) and even for texture discrimination, e.g., the roughness of surfaces (30, 31). Thus, echolocation is an exquisite sensory system that can provide the bat with very detailed information about the environment.

The structure of an individual echolocation call, or “pulse,” follows one of three basic designs. (i) Frequency-modulated (FM) calls, with durations of 0.5–20 ms, often containing harmonics (Fig. 1A Left). Bats that use these calls are known as “FM bats,” and they con-
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stinate the majority of echolocating bat species. FM calls can be further subdivided based on finer acoustic properties of their calls and on the signal’s adaptations to natural habitats (12). (ii) Constant-frequency (CF) calls are produced by a number of microchiropteran bat species in the Old World (Rhinolophid and Hipposiderid bats) and the New World (Pteronotus parnellii). CF calls can last several tens of milliseconds, and the echo’s Doppler shifts allow the bat to estimate target motion. These calls often begin and end with a short FM component (Fig. 1A Center). Bats that produce these calls are known as “CF-FM bats.” (iii) Megachiropteran bats of the genus Rousettus produce very brief ultrasonic clicks (Fig. 1A Right), as short as 40–50 μs (18), similar to the sonar clicks produced by whales and dolphins (32, 33). Unlike FM and CF-FM bats that produce their calls through the larynx, the clicks of Rousettus are produced via the tongue, but like FM and CF-FM bats, Rousettus can use their echolocation signals to orient within complex environments, even in complete darkness (34, 35). It is interesting to note that recent molecular phylogenetic studies have identified all of the Megachiropteran bats, including Rousettus, as the closest relatives of Rhinolophidae and other CF-FM bats (12).

In addition to categorization by their call structure (Fig. 1A), echolocating bat species can be categorized by the duty cycle of their calls, i.e., the percentage of time that their pulses occupy, with most FM bats having a low duty cycle of <15% and most CF-FM bats a high duty cycle of >30% (36, 37)—as well as by the strength of their calls (intense echolocators vs. “whispering bats”); both of these categorizations are related to important ecological and evolutionary aspects of bat echolocation (reviewed in refs. 12 and 15). Bats are often categorized also by their foraging habitat, such as foraging in open space (far from echo-returning objects) or near edges of forests or hunting inside vegetation (15). In fact, the signal structure of each bat species is often suited remarkably well to the bat’s foraging habitat. Moreover, as discussed in detail below, the bat’s signals may change rapidly and adaptively according to the task at hand, in a manner that can often be well understood from the mathematics of sonar theory.

The bat’s echolocation system, or biological sonar, is an active sensing system, sharing characteristics with other active sensing systems in nature (33): the echolocation system of whales and dolphins (32); the electrolocation system of weakly electric fish (38); the whisking-somatosensory system of rodents (4); the olfactory systems of rodents and humans, which strongly rely on active sniffing (39), and of star-nosed moles and water shrews, which actively produce air bubbles underwater to inhale odors (7); and the visual system of primates, which use eye movements to scan the environment (40). The common denominator of all these systems is the importance of the motor component for perception: either production of the signals used to probe the environment (in echolocation and electrolocation) or the movement of the sensor organs (in whisking, sniffing, and vision).

In the case of echolocating bats, the motor repertoire of call production is highly adaptive, both to the environmental context in which the bat operates and to the immediate task demands. A simple example of an adaptive sensory-motor behavior in FM bats is the sequence of changes in echolocation calls produced during hunting (Fig. 1B). As a bat approaches and attacks an insect, the bandwidth of individual calls increases and the rate at which calls are produced also increases, allowing the animal to more accurately and rapidly sample the position and features of a sonar target (32, 41). Similar adaptive changes in echolocation calls occur also in CF-FM and click-producing bats (15, 34) and have been used by researchers to delineate three “phases” of insect pursuit: the “search phase,” “approach mode,” and “terminal phase” (attack mode) (15, 41). Notably, during search mode, the silent intervals between echolocation calls in FM bats can be quite long, often lasting several hundred milliseconds (17, 42) (e.g., Fig. 1B); thus, the FM bat’s calls and echoes are similar to the discrete light flashes of a stroboscope. Despite the bat’s stroboscopic-like ensonification of the environment, its agile and smooth flight suggests the bat may experience a stable and continuous perceptual world, constructed from the discontinuous arrival of sonar echoes. From an experimental standpoint, the stroboscopic nature of echolocation presents the opportunity for researchers to noninvasively record the timing of sensory inputs in freely moving animals, a powerful tool in neuroscience research, as elaborated below.

At the neurobiological level, the auditory system of echolocating bats has been the focus of intense investigation over the last four decades in several bat species (not all aspects of the neurobiology of echolocation have been studied in all species, and hence the bat species will be mentioned below in every case). We will briefly review here several key findings (for detailed reviews, see refs. 20, 32, and 43). (i) Echo-delay (target range) tuning of neurons, (ii) frequency tuning and “auditory fovea,” (iii) modularity of cortical organization, (iv) dynamic response latency, (v) stimulus-duration tuning, and (vi) object-selective neurons and scale invariance.

First, the auditory systems of several bat species contain “delay-tuned neurons,” which show facilitated responses when presented with pairs of sounds, a simulated pulse and an echo, separated by a particular time interval (Fig. 2A, black line); this interval (the “best delay”) varies across the neural population, spanning the extent of biologically relevant echo delays encountered by the bat (20, 43–45). These neurons are believed to subserve the computation of target distance by the bat. Delay-tuned neurons have been found in the bat’s ascending auditory system (20) and in the midbrain superior colliculus of the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus (46), where these neurons are tuned not only to echo delay (target range) but also to echo azimuth and elevation, creating in
effect a 3D representation of target location in the bat's midbrain.

Second, neurons in the auditory system of CF-FM bats, such as the mustached and horseshoe bats, show extraordinarily sharp frequency tuning, and the frequencies of the bat's dominant CF components are overrepresented throughout the ascending auditory pathway, from the cochlea up to the auditory cortex, forming an “acoustic fovea.” The ultranarrow frequency tuning of these neurons allows the bat to detect Doppler shifts of target echoes, both for computing the velocity of the insect and for detecting the rapid Doppler modulations caused by the fluttering wings of insects (20).

Third, the auditory cortex of the mustached bat contains separate functional modules, which differ in the response properties of their neurons. Doppler-shift constant frequency area (DSCF, Fig. 2B) contains neurons that specialize in detecting rapid Doppler modulations (wing flutter), the CF/CF areas contain neurons that respond selectively to Doppler magnitude (target velocity), and the FM-FM areas contain neurons that respond selectively to echo delay or target range (20, 43). In fact, the discovery of this series of specialized cortical areas during the 1970s and 1980s, with each field processing different aspects of echo information, was an important example that revived the idea of regional specializations in sensory cortices. Interestingly, more recently, it has been demonstrated that these cortical areas are responsive also to the bat’s communication calls (47), not just its sonar calls, suggesting some alternative interpretations for the fundamental role of these brain regions. Furthermore, such striking functional organization has not been found in the auditory cortex of FM bats (20). These species differences are not well understood; light on this issue may be shed by using novel optical recording techniques, which allow efficient mapping of responses of all of the neurons in a given cortical area (8).

Fourth, unlike the typical sustained responses in the auditory cortex of monkeys or cats (48), the responses in bat auditory cortex are usually very brief (45), and in the big brown bat, it has been shown that the latency of these brief responses has an important functional property, whereby long-latency neurons exhibit narrow echo-delay tuning and short-latency neurons exhibit wide tuning (45). Thus, after each echo-location call, the population of neurons in this bat’s auditory cortex conveys initially coarse-grained information about the target’s position, followed by an ultrafast sharpening of the auditory image with the passage of time after each echolocation call, similar to the sharpening of visual images in multiresolution image processing algorithms (45).

Finally, object-selective neurons were recently discovered in bat auditory cortex; these neurons respond to auditory objects in a size-invariant manner (50). Furthermore, as will be discussed below, bats track individual spatial objects by “locking” their sonar beam onto a selected target, suggesting that bats may be an excellent model for studying the neural representation of auditory objects. Taken together, research on the bat’s auditory system over the years has demonstrated many principles of good design, in which neural properties show matching to the bat’s behavioral requirements (16, 20).

By comparison, neurobiological research over the years has placed considerably less emphasis on the motor side of echolocation; we direct the reader to a comprehensive review of the bat vocal-motor system (Schuller and Moss in ref. 32). More recent research findings that specifically consider the role of the bat’s vocal behavior in perception, action, and spatial memory are the focus of this Perspective and are detailed below.

What Is It Like To Be a Bat (51)? When foraging in real-life situations, the echolocating bat faces multiple complex tasks [see supporting information (SI) Fig. S1], the execution of which requires three key elements, on which we focus in the remainder of this article. (i) Auditory scene analysis is required for separating the echoes that return from multiple targets, clutter, and obstacles and segregating them quickly into distinct auditory objects and for filtering out the calls of other bats. (ii) Sensorimotor transformations are required for rapidly converting sensory information into motor actions, which is necessary for catching prey and for avoiding collisions with obstacles. (iii) Spatial memory is required for navigating the “flyway” from the bat’s roost to its hunting grounds, for finding a pup or a roosting spot inside a cave, and in some bat species also for long-range annual migrations (52–54). As we argue below, bats face some of the most difficult neurobiological challenges of any mammal, in the sensory, motor, and memory domains, and solve them with apparent ease and grace. We assert that a deeper understanding of the interactions between these domains can be attained by turning attention to what the bat’s voice tells the bat’s brain.

Difficult Problem no. 1: Auditory Scene Analysis. Auditory scene analysis is defined as the ability of animals to separate and group concurrent sounds from several sources into their constituent auditory objects, thus reconstructing the “auditory scene” (55). A well known example is the “cocktail party effect,” whereby humans can listen to one speaker in a cocktail party and ignore others (55). Auditory scene analysis is a very difficult problem in the case of the bat, because each of the bat’s vocalizations results in a barrage of echoes from the ground, tree branches, insects, and other objects, and the bat needs to group and segregate all these dynamic auditory sources into a coherent spatial scene—and this must be done extremely rapidly, because the bat flies at speeds up to 10 meters per second. Moreover, the problem is made even more difficult when multiple bats are flying together, requiring the bat to segregate echoes
returning from its own call from the calls and echoes of other bats. In some extreme cases, such as the emergence of millions of Brazilian free-tailed bats from caves in Texas and New Mexico, there are thousands of animals in the air simultaneously, nearly brushing wings with each other (Fig. 3A). Under the simplifying assumption that all these bats ensonify the dozens of objects that surround the entrance to the cave, this means that each bat receives a huge number of echoes: \( n_{\text{echoes}} = n_{\text{bats}} \times n_{\text{objects}} \), and this number can reach tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of echoes. This multitude of calls and echoes is illustrated in Fig. 3B. We call this problem the “cocktail party nightmare,” and it raises the question: How can the bat solve this sensory processing problem and avoid potentially deadly collisions?

There are several possible solutions, which are probably used synergistically. First, the bat could use the directionality of its hearing (19) to perform “spatial filtering” of echoes arriving from different directions. In addition, some bats actively move their external ears (pinna) in synchrony with their echolocation calls, which may further improve spatial filtering; such rhythmic pinna movements have been shown in some CF-FM bats (56) and in the click-producing bat, *Roussetus aegyptiacus* (57). Most important, spatial filtering is aided also by the directionality of the bat’s sonar emissions (Fig. 3C). Further, recent work demonstrates that the free-flying bat scans obstacles and targets by pointing its sonar beam sequentially at different objects, which could facilitate perceptual grouping of dynamic echoes from the same object into streams (58), suggesting the bat may use its beam as a “spotlight of attention.”

Second, the bat could “tag” the timing of its own calls and thus be able to process only its own echoes and ignore the calls and echoes from other bats. This tagging could be achieved, for example, by an “efference copy” signal from the bat’s vocal-motor system, and neural recordings from the midbrain of a bat engaged in sonar target tracking provide empirical support for this notion (59). The bat can also use a gating mechanism that allows subsequent echoes to be processed for only a limited period after the call (60). An intriguing mechanism for achieving the required tagging plus gating was demonstrated in studies by Suwa et al. (61) based on the finding of “combination-sensitive neurons” in the mustache bat’s auditory cortex. This mechanism is detailed in SI Text.

Third, bats could increase the acoustic differences between their own calls and the calls of conspecific bats, to reduce confusion. Such an approach to the jamming problem was shown in the electrolocation system of weakly electric fish, where active changes in the frequency or timing of the electric discharges are exhibited by the fish to avoid jamming; it was termed the “jamming avoidance response” (38). Although several studies provided indirect indications that bats may change the frequency or timing of their calls in the presence of conspecifics (62, 63), there was no direct evidence for this. Recently, however, one of us (N.U.), together with B. Fenton, A. Tsoar, and C. Korine, conducted a field study of European free-tailed bats in the Negev desert of Israel (17) and used analysis techniques borrowed from neurophysiology to demonstrate that pairs of bats flying together maintained a particularly large frequency separation, suggesting a jamming-avoidance response (17). Another demonstration of jamming avoidance was shown very recently by E. Gillam, G. McCracken, and N.U. in a field study of a related bat species, the Brazilian free-tailed bat (64). Sequences of prerecorded bat calls were presented to individual bats as they flew toward a loudspeaker; when the approaching bats were presented with an abrupt change in stimulus frequency, they responded by shifting their own call frequency very rapidly, on average within <200 ms (see example in Fig. 3D). These two studies (17, 64) provided conclusive evidence for a jamming-avoidance response in animals that use biosonar. Interestingly, there are indications that other species of bats that use wideband calls also exhibit jamming avoidance response, whereas bats that use narrowband calls do not (see ref. 64 and discussion therein).

Fourth, note that a jamming-avoidance response would be useful when a few bats are flying together but probably not when thousands of bats are flying together. Under these extreme conditions (e.g., Figs. 3A and B), a more extreme solution is necessary, such as to simply ignore the barrage of echoes and to rely instead on spatial memory of the familiar underground flight route. And indeed, when a solid door was first placed to block a passageway in the Wyandotte Cave in Indiana during the 19th century, thousands of bats were later found dead after having collided with the door (65); similar incidents occurred in many other caves in the world when solid doors were first placed (13). Clearly, the bats had no sensory limitation in detecting the doors, because they can detect tiny insects using echolocation. Apparently the bats ignored the returning echoes and instead relied on their spatial memory of the familiar route, which was unexpectedly altered by the introduction of a door. Such failures imply that under some conditions, the bat’s voice sends no signal to the spatial perceptual system, and instead the bat relies exclusively on spatial memory. By contrast, under other circumstances, the bat’s voice does play a key role in spatial memory and navigation, as discussed below (see Difficult Problem no. 3).

Difficult Problem no. 2: Sensorimotor Transformations. Echolocation is an active sensing system, with the bat itself controlling the rate of echolocation calls, the spectrottemporal structure of each individual call, and the head aim, flight path, and pinna adjustments (13, 16, 66). Thus, there is an inherent behav-
ioral link between the motor behaviors and the auditory images, between action and perception, and vice versa. However, the motor component of echolocation has received comparatively little attention in the neurobiology of echolocation, which has largely focused on the sensory side. Sensorimotor transformation in the case of the bat is a difficult problem, because the echolocation calls and flight path need to be dynamically adjusted by the bat on extremely short timescales, within milliseconds. For example, the entire approach and terminal sequence of a bat, shown in Fig. 1B, lasts typically <1 sec.

The adaptive vocal behaviors exhibited by bats fall broadly into two categories: range-dependent adjustments in the repetition rate and spectro-temporal shape of the call, and velocity-dependent adjustments in sound frequency. Range-dependent adjustments in sonar calls during insect pursuit have been mentioned above (Fig. 1B) and are described in further detail in SI Text 2. A recent study by Sinha and Moss (59) provides evidence that the bat’s midbrain superior colliculus may play a role in some of the range-dependent adjustments of sonar call duration.

Range-dependent adaptive changes in echolocation calls occur not only when the bat approaches or tracks an insect but also when approaching obstacles or “clutter” objects such as tree branches or when landing (34, 67, 68). Adaptive increases in call bandwidth are found in individual bats (34, 67, 68), and an interesting parallel was also reported across bat species (69). One way to explain these clutter-related changes in call design comes from classic sonar theory (70), whereby broadband calls enable better range accuracy in estimating the positions of the clutter and of the target (70), which helps in figure-ground segregation (see also ref. 21, which supports this explanation). Another way to explain such changes in the spectrotemporal shape (spectrogram) of echolocation calls is that the bat not only improves accuracy per se but also minimizes the systematic errors introduced into the ranging estimate by its own motion (refs. 70 and 71; see details in SI Text 3). However, because potential ranging errors are typically just a few centimeters in magnitude (70, 71), it is unclear whether compensating for these errors would provide any behavioral benefit. Finally, although increases in call rate in the presence of clutter have been known for many years (67), a recent study has demonstrated a more subtle change in the timing of calls when big brown bats were faced with cluttered conditions (68). In cluttered situations, bats often used groups of several calls with a very stable intercall interval (termed “sonar strobe groups”; ref. 68). To elucidate the possible functional significance of very stable intercall intervals, neurophysiological experiments have been conducted by G. Gifford and C.F.M. in awake restrained bats passively listening to simulated pulse-echo pairs, where the intervals between calls were jittered by varying amounts.

Results indicate that the spatial response curves of auditory neurons change with the variability in the intervals between successive sound pairs: response fields of a class of echo-delay tuned neurons in the superior colliculus exhibited facilitated responses and narrow tuning when stable interstimulus intervals are used, but the echo-delay tuning collapses when the stimulus intervals are jittered, even when the jitter is as small as 20–30% (see Fig. 2A). Because neural tuning curves for target range are sharpest under stable signal repetition rates (Fig. 2A, black), we hypothesize that stable repetition rates are important under cluttered situations, when precise ranging accuracy is most needed, which may explain the high incidence of “sonar strobe group” production under cluttered conditions (68). Moreover, the finding that delay tuning collapses under naturalistic jittering of stimulus intervals suggests the need to conduct similar experiments in the auditory cortex and other regions of the bat’s ascending auditory system, to test the validity of the common assumption that delay tuning is an invariant property of “delay-tuned neurons.”

Velocity-dependent adjustments in sound frequency are demonstrated by the “Doppler-shift compensation” behavior, exhibited by some species of CF-FM bats, which lower the frequency of their sonar vocalizations to stabilize the frequency of the Doppler-shifted echo during flight (25). The echoes are stabilized at the frequency of the bat’s acoustic fovea, where auditory neurons have the narrowest frequency tuning (20), which allows the bat to more easily detect the oscillatory modulations of Doppler shift that arise from fluttering insect prey (27). CF-FM bats can even discriminate different species of insects according to their differing wing-flutter rates (27). Doppler-shift compensation has been studied in detail in bats of the genus Rhinolophus (e.g., refs. 25 and 27); notably, studies of freely vocalizing horseshoe bats have revealed populations of neurons that likely play a role in audiovocal behaviors (72, 73).

We now turn to another category of adaptive sensory-motor behaviors, which has received attention only in very recent years. This category of behaviors involves adaptive changes in sonar beam aim (head direction) and flight path. These were studied by one of us (C.F.M.) together with K. Ghose, T. Horiuchi, and P. Krishnaprasad, by having big brown bats forage for insects in a large flight room. This room contains two cameras, which allowed reconstruction of the bat’s 3D flight path, and an array of 16 microphones, which allowed measurement of the direction where the bat was pointing its ultrasonic emission beam (i.e., measuring the sonar beam axis, or acoustic gaze; Fig. 3C). These experiments showed that when the bat switches from search mode to approach mode of echolocation (i.e., changes the rate of its vocal production), it also points its head toward the target, locking the sonar beam onto the target with an accuracy of ≈2° (66) (see Fig. 4A). When the bat was hunting stationary targets (tethered insects), there was a strong linear relation between the
acoustic gaze angle at time $t$ and the flight turn rate at time $t + \tau$. This relation was captured well by a simple linear control law, which may help the bat to simplify the transformation of sensory and acoustic information to flight-motor commands (66). When the bat was hunting erratically moving targets (flying insects), it still locked its sonar beam onto the target, but in addition, the bat kept a constant absolute direction between its own position and that of the target (Fig. 4B). This constant-absolute direction strategy was shown mathematically to be the optimal strategy for intercepting erratically moving targets, in the sense that it minimizes the time it takes the pursuer to intercept the target (74). These results suggest that the study of flying bats can shed light on pursuit strategies and control laws that may be used generally by locomoting animals.

Finally, brain stimulation experiments in the bat provide evidence for a possible involvement of the superior colliculus in production of vocalizations and in controlling the head-aim and pinna movements (75). This raises the possibility that sensorimotor control operates on different time scales through different neural pathways. For example, spatial perception and planning on a time scale of seconds may draw on cortical brain regions, which in turn may modulate the output of lower-level sensorimotor tracking systems that must respond rapidly, on a millisecond time scale, to abrupt changes in the location of targets and obstacles. An assessment of the interaction between these possible mechanisms awaits further experiments with freely behaving animals, which will deepen our understanding of what the bat’s voice tells the bat’s brain.

Difficult Problem no. 3: Spatial Memory and Navigation. Echolocating bats rely heavily on spatial memory. The navigational abilities of bats are remarkable in that they show accurate spatial memory on many spatial scales, covering 8 orders of magnitude in space, from the 1,000-km scale (annual migrations) to the 1-cm scale (the accuracy with which bats remember 3D flight paths in laboratory conditions). Moreover, they use spatial memory under very difficult conditions: they fly at night, which makes it more difficult to use visual landmarks, and they fly at high linear and angular velocities, which makes it difficult to integrate self-motion cues (i.e., to use path integration).

Arguably, bats are the best navigators among mammals. On large spatial scales, some bat species exhibit long-range annual migrations (52–54, 76–78), such as the migration of *Pipistrellus nathusii* in Europe over >1,900 km (Fig. 5A) or *Eidolon helvum* in Africa over >2,500 km (77), one of the longest migration distances among mammals. Moreover, in some cases, individual bats were shown to return year after year to the same roost, e.g., to the same cave (54, 76, 79, 80), or to the same feeding location, such as *Lasiurus cinereus* returning annually to feed on insects at the same specific lightpost in Ontario (B. Fenton, personal communication). Homing abilities were also demonstrated in several bat species over distances of up to a few hundred kilometers (52, 81–85).

On medium spatial scales, some bat species were shown to follow fixed routes, or “flyways,” from the roost to the hunting grounds, typically several kilometers in length, and to use the same flyway night after night (71, 83, 86–88). Some bats also use subterranean flyways, navigating out of the depths of large caves, through complex underground passageways that may exceed 3 km in length (65). Further, nectar-feeding bats (“flower bats”) in tropical forests are able to find particular flowers located hundreds of meters apart in the dense rainforest (89). Interestingly, many bat-pollinated flowers possess the unusual property of steady-state flowering, whereby individual flowers secrete nectar for several months consecutively, thus facilitating the use of spatial memory by the bats (89). Equally impressive are the demonstrations, in several forest-dwelling bat species, that individual bats often reuse the same tree across multiple days or weeks (86, 90) and sometimes even across multiple years (90), suggesting that bats can remember the location of a specific tree in the forest.

The year-after-year usage of the same roost, foraging location, or flyway is especially noteworthy, because bats have an unusually long lifespan, sometimes >30 years, 10 times longer than the lifespan of rats or mice (14), indicating that bats might accurately remember spatial locations for dozens of years.

What are the mechanisms underlying bat navigation? Echolocation has a range of no more than ~100 m for detecting large landmarks (42), because of the strong atmospheric attenuation of ultrasound (91), so echolocation is useful primarily for small- and medium-range navigation (15). Vision also plays a role in bat navigation, especially over long distances. Evidence suggests that bats can navigate toward distal visual beacons such as mountains (84, 92), can use the post-sunset glow in the west (93), or are able to see the starlight of individual stars (94). Magnetic sense was also recently implicated in bat navigation (85). Importantly, in addition to compass-based navigation strategies (93) and navigation toward beacons (84), bats have also shown to use memory for absolute spatial locations (allo-centric navigation) (92, 95, 96), a type of memory believed to depend on the hippocampus (97, 98). We will return below to neurophysiological studies of bat hippocampus.

In small-scale navigation, laboratory studies have shown that echolocation plays a key role. Thus, experiments in complete darkness showed that big brown bats can be trained to fly through a hole in a net, located near a prominent object (a tripod), and they flew unerringly through the hole also when
To elucidate how echolocation, the voice in bats, many of the navigational abilities impaired the ability of homing pigeons to (11); for example, hippocampal lesions (6, 97, 98, 102) and large-scale navigation implicated the hippocampus in small-scale spatial memory on the centimeter scale. mance dropped significantly (see Fig. 5C), suggesting the bat formed a 3D spatial memory on the centimeter scale.

Studies in many animal species have implicated the hippocampus in small-scale (6, 97, 98, 102) and large-scale navigation (11); for example, hippocampal lesions impaired the ability of homing pigeons to navigate over a distance of several tens of kilometers (11). Therefore, it is likely that in bats, the navigational abilities described above (although not all of them) depend on the bat’s hippocampus. To elucidate how echolocation, the voice of the bat, may affect neural activity and spatial representation in the hippocampus, we conducted a study of hippocampal activity in behaving bats (103). To this end, tetrode-recording techniques (102) were adapted for bats by N.U., which allowed recordings of single-neuron activity from freely crailing bats (103). Big brown bats were trained to forage under small-scale laboratory conditions or tethered for tethered mealworms by crawling in an open-field arena, while we recorded the activity of single neurons in the CA1 area of the hippocampus and local field potentials; the bat’s position and echolocation calls were also recorded (103). We found that echolocation calls strongly modulated the neural activity: hippocampal theta oscillation, a 5- to 10-Hz rhythm that in rodents is present primarily when the animal explores the environment or runs at high speeds (97), was present in the bat’s hippocampus when the animal did not locomote, but rather when it explored the environment using a high rate of echo-location calls (103). At the single-neuron level, we found place cells in the bat’s hippocampus, neurons active only when the animal passed through a restricted region in the arena, termed the place field (Fig. 5C). These place cells in the bat’s hippocampus were as common as place cells in the rat, and their place fields were as spatially selective and as stable as in the rat (103), supporting the proposed role of mammalian hippocampus in spatial representation and spatial memory (97). Importantly, preliminary results show a very interesting modulation of bat hippocampal place fields by the timing of individual echolocation calls (N.U., unpublished observations). Much more work still needs to be done on the bat hippocampus to address a range of questions. For example, are there 3D place fields in freely flying bats? How does the use of echolocation vs. vision affect hippocampal neural activity? How do the plastic changes in the bat’s sonar signals modulate hippocampal spatial representation? It remains to be seen in further investigations what the bat’s voice tells the bat’s hippocampus.

Conclusion

In recent years, there has been growing recognition that studies of neural activity in behaving animals are crucial to a more complete understanding of the nervous system. The echolocating bat, a mammal that exhibits an impressive array of well defined and theoretically well understood behaviors, provides a powerful animal model for studies in behavioral and experimental biology. We believe that future recordings of neural activity from the free-flying bat, while it engages in the full suite of rich natural behaviors, will yield data that will contribute not only to our understanding of what the bat’s voice tells the bat’s brain, but also more broadly to our understanding of the behaving brain across species.
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